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Supporting Faculty
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A paradigm shift is underway in higher education. Realizing the
hoped-for gains of new student-centered approaches will require
significantly different approaches to faculty development. This paper
describes one such approach to faculty development and how it is
currently being used to improve the learning and teaching experience
in the College ofEngineering at a land grant institution in the Midwest.
Considerations for the widespread application of this approach are
also offered

A paradigm shift in college teaching is Wlderway (Barr &

Tagg,
1995; Campbell & Smith, 1997). Recognizing that old ways (which
no longer work for new needs) must yield to change, colleges and
Wliversities are gradually replacing the old ..telling" paradigm with
new "learner-centered" approaches to instruction.
These new approaches have significantly raised expectations for
student achievement and institutional quality-areas long deemed
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inadequate by industry, govenunent leaders, and the public (Study
Group on the Condition of Excellence in American Higher Education,
1984; Association of American Colleges, 1985; National Science
Foundation, 1996). Realizing these gains, however, depends ultimately on faculty learning this new vision of practice, a vision that is
significantly different from the old vision that faculty experienced as
students and that subsequently dominates their practice.
Seen in this light, faculty development is the linchpin to student
development. Significant improvements in the quality of higher education hinge on considerable investment in faculty; however, the
current situation calls for a different kind of faculty development. Just
as the complex outcomes now desired for students (e.g., critical
thinking, problem solving, the ability to see from diverse perspectives)
cannot be taught directly via the telling paradigm, so too, the knowhow to affect these outcomes cannot simply be "given" to faculty by
means of traditional faculty development practices (e.g., newsletters,
one-shot workshops ). Instead, new structures are needed that provide
opportunities for faculty to reflect critically on their practice and to
fashion new understandings about learning and teaching.
Project LEAfRWM (Learning Enhancement Action/Resource
Network) was designed to begin to address these concerns. Based on
a model consistent with current views of practice and research, Project
LEA/RN™ was created to improve teaching and learning in the
College of Engineering at a land grant institution in the Midwest. This
article describes the implementation of Project LEA/RWM. The discussion unfolds in three sections. The first section describes the
theoretical roots that form the basis for this work. The second section
details the implementation of the model in Project LEAfRWM. The
article concludes with implications of this work for widespread change
of undergraduate education.

Project Underpinnings
The model upon which Project LEA/RWM is built is depicted in
Figure 1. The model is a synthesis of research, theory, and implications
for practice drawn from the fields of cognitive psychology and staff
development. New insights about learning derived from recent work
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in cognitive psychology coupled with structures and strategies derived
from staff development research provide the foundation and framework needed for reconfiguring faculty development. A detailed description of the development of the model can be found in Licklider,
Schnelker, & Fulton (1998). A brief summary of the project underpinnings is presented below.

The Nature of Learning
Project LEA/RN™ embraces an active view of learning. This
perspective, grounded in two decades of research in cognitive psychology, has changed what we know about learning and learners (von
Glaserfeld, 1983; Brookfield, 1988; Mezirow, 1991; Svinicki, 1991;
Leinhardt, 1992). From this perspective:
Learners are not passive recipients of knowledge; they actively construct, modify, or enrich their understandings...Learning is something that the learner does, not something that is done to a
learner" (Johnson, Johnson, & Smith, 1991, pp. 1-7). This perspective,
which emphasizes the active participation of learners in constructing
their own knowledge, stands in sharp contrast to models that see the
learner as the receiver of knowledge from the instructor or curriculum.
Learners have prior knowledge that affects how they perceive
and understand the world. Learning theorists have documented the
critical role that prior knowledge plays in learners• construction of
new understandings. Who they are, what they do, where they have
been, and what they expect, all affect how students construct meaning
and interpret new concepts.
Reflection is crucial to learning. Students • prior perspectives
may contain gaps or flaws. It is through the process of critical reflection that learners become aware of gaps, challenge underlying assumptions, and potentially reconstruct their understandings.
Learning is social and interactive. New views emphasize the
social nature of learning. Not only do individuals actively construct
knowledge, but so, too, do groups to which individuals belong. These
shared definitions allow members to work towards group goals. These
processes of individual and social construction of knowledge occur
simultaneously and are interactive in nature.
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Implications for Teaching
This new view oflearning significantly changes what faculty must
do to enable learning. Based on the nature ofleaming, teaching should
emphasize:
Processes that allow students to construct, transform, and
extend their knowledge. Learners act on information to make it
meaningful by creating connections, discovering relationships, and
formulating and reformulating patterns. Consequently, students need
to be actively engaged, not in the memorization of facts, but in
representing their ideas, giving explanations, challenging and defending solutions, and exploring further implications. To enable students
to take these effective actions, faculty now must design tasks, model
problem-solving actions, provide feedback on performance, challenge
prior beliefs, and manage and focus discussion as needed.
Content that allows students to construct, transform, and
extend their knowledge. Learning is the continual reworking and
refmement of ideas. Authentic tasks, grounded in real-world experiences known to students enable them to build on prior knowledge.
Activities which incorporate the use of new ideas in a wide variety of
contexts develop higher level thinking and enable transfer to new
situations. As facilitators of students' learning, faculty raise questions
that push understandings to deeper levels, explore commonsense
misconceptions with the goal of developing deeper insights, and help
students bridge between existing knowledge and new situations.
Structures that allow students to construct, transform, and
extend their knowledge. Learning occurs best through communication and cooperation with others. To this end, activities are frequently
structured in pairs and small groups in addition to individual activities
and whole group discussion. Drawing on prior knowledge to solve
real-world problems while working with others provides a natural
bridge for critical self-reflection of ideas and consequent cognitive
reorganization. No longer sole judge and authority of knowledge,
faculty now are co-collaborators in the social construction of knowledge.
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Considerations for Faculty Development
New visions of learning and teaching and new views of professional development go hand in hand. Drawing on this link, the following ideas served to guide Project LEAfRN"M:
Teaching should be grounded in the students' experience of
learning. Many traditional faculty development efforts provide tips
and strategies faculty may use without paying sufficient attention to
the underlying assumptions upon which practice is based (Cranton,
1994; Brookfield, 1995). Such efforts result in little, if any, change.
Project LEA/RN"M is based on the assumption that the key to improving instruction lies in understanding the learning process itself. As
faculty grow in their understanding of their students' experience of
learning, they are better able to teach responsively.
Faculty are learners. What is good for students is good for
faculty. Faculty, like their students, learn by reading, experiencing,
reflecting, and collaborating with others. New insights cannot simply
be given to them. Rather, faculty must engage in activities that cause
them to reflect on what they do and why they do it. Such critical
reflection about practice leads potentially to the transformation of
previously held beliefs.
Acknowledging the preference for self-directedness of learners
(Knowles, 1984; Candy, 1991), Project LEA/RN™ is guided by three
additional principles: first, faculty want to be effective teachers;
second, faculty will devote time and effort to improve the effectiveness of their teaching; and finally, given the opportunity and support,
faculty will make rapid progress in enhancing their teaching effectiveness.
Content, processes, and structures should support faculty
learning. New visions of professional development suggest that the
practices needed to support faculty learning are analogous to those
needed to support student learning. Such practices engage faculty as
learners and participants in creating new understandings about learners, curriculum, and pedagogy; provide authentic opportunities to
learn by connecting activities to the concrete tasks of teaching; and
are carried out collaboratively, drawing on participants' experiences
to solve practical problems and produce new knowledge. Furthermore,
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such practices make faculty development ongoing, allow sufficient
time for experimentation and reflection, and are supported by modeling, collective feedback, and coaching.
At the heart of Project LEAjRN™ is the aim of immersing faculty
in educational environments to build strong, ongoing support groups
among faculty and to sustain long lasting change. Activities are
designed to give faculty the opportunity to experiment with new
strategies, provide feedback on revised practice, and encourage continued discussions about teaching and learning.

Implementation
This section describes the operationalization of the model as
implemented in Project LEAJRN™. While described here under separate headings (structure, content, and process) for the purpose of
illustrating the model, these elements in practice are interwoven as
will be apparent throughout the discussion.

Structure
The main goals of Project LEAJRN™ are two-fold: 1) to encourage faculty to approach instruction purposefully and 2) to promote
attitudes favorable towards student-centered approaches to learning.
Participation in the project is voluntary. Feedback associated with
participation in the program is independent of the formal faculty
review process. Participants play an active role in the planning and
direction of the program. In addition, faculty are encouraged to co-facilitate sessions and serve as resources for one another.
The role of the instructional developer is to facilitate faculty
learning. The developer wears many hats during this process (e.g.,
designing activities, challenging faculty assumptions, lending expertise, etc.) with the ultimate goal of shifting expertise, control and
decision-making to the faculty. While not dictating what faculty
should do in their classrooms, project staff operate from a student-centered instructional mode when facilitating sessions.
Faculty meet in two-hour large group sessions every two weeks
throughout the academic year. This format provides opportunity for
demonstration, stimulates ongoing discussion about teaching and
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learning, and fosters an atmosphere of trust that comes from working
together over time. Such an environment provides a safe, stimulating
context in which to challenge assumptions, experiment with new
behaviors, receive feedback on revised practices, and share classroom
experiences (both victories and struggles) with colleagues.
Between bi-weekly large group meetings, faculty participate in
expanded learning opportunities. In base groups of three to four,
faculty read and discuss articles related to teaching and learning,
discuss issues and concerns, and help each other plan to implement
strategies learned in large group sessions. When comfortable, faculty
pair as learning partners, observing each other's classes on a regular
basis, participating in pre- and post-observation conferences, and
providing support and non-evaluative feedback and reflection during
the learning process.

Content
The content of Project LEA/RN™ connects to and stems from
participants' actual classroom concerns. These concerns have evolved
into a core set of four thrusts (engagement strategies, questioning
strategies, lesson planning, and assessment) around which the biweekly meetings are organized throughout the course of the academic
year. Early sessions introduce participants to active learning strategies
such as Tum to Your Partner (TTYP), Problem Solving Pairs, and
Student Base Groups (Johnson, Johnson, & Smith, 1991). Faculty also
study effective group functioning.
As professors work to incorporate these strategies into their
courses, they discover that the "quality" of the questions they ask play
a significant role in promoting (or failing to promote) interaction
among students. This leads naturally to the second thrust. Through a
number of activities, faculty examine the relationship between the
types of questions they ask and the type of learning required by
students. Faculty work on developing questions that provide higher
level thinking (See Bloom in Gronlund, 1985) and good classroom
interaction. During sessions, project staff model a number of strategies
including wait time and inductive strategies.
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The key focus in the third thrust is lesson planning. Faculty work
to develop learning outcomes, activities, and lesson sequences that are
conducive to student-centered learning. The final thrust introduces
faculty to classroom assessment techniques such as the Minute Paper
and the Muddiest Point (Angelo & Cross, 1993). Each of the thrusts
is designed and presented to establish a knowledge base in learning
theory, develop an array of progressively more effective teaching
strategies, and foster ongoing discussion about teaching and learning.
While these four thrusts reflect the core content, LEA/RN is also
guided by the philosophy of "begin where faculty are" and "go where
faculty want to go." This means that the four thrusts are presented
"roughly" as described, paced to meet participant needs. In addition,
the developer has the added responsibility of balancing the four thrusts
with the interests of faculty, supplementing them as needed with
additional materials or topics.

Process
Project LENRN™ takes an active learning approach to faculty
development. Just as students are used to lectures, so to, faculty are
used to workshops. They spend much of their professional lives going
to conferences and meetings where they listen to speakers, view power
point presentations, and watch demonstrations, etc. Much to the
discomfort of some faculty, but to the delight of others, this long-held
tradition is not what they encounter in Project LEN.RNTM. From the
first day on, faculty are literally up and out of their chairs, experiencing, learning, and reflecting on their teaching practices.
The earlier discussion about the nature of learning and learners
suggests that several conditions must be met for learning to occur. In
particular, faculty must be given the opportunity to make their basic
assumptions explicit, and these assumptions must be challenged. If
they are not, no learning will occur. This challenge provides the
opportunity for critical reflection and potential reorganization of previously held beliefs about teaching and learning. In short, for change
to occur, one must "agitate and educate."
In Project LENRWM this process of agitating and educating
proceeds as follows. First, activities are chosen that prompt faculty to
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take a good, hard look at their classroom practices. This may take one
of many fonns, including: introducing faculty to an interactive strategy (such as TTYP); modeling a pre-post observation conference with
a learning partner; or engaging faculty in an experiential learning
activity, etc. Following the activity, faculty are invited to reflect on (or
in some cases, to agitate over) these experiences and the implications
of these experiences for promoting student learning. This "processing
time" is done individually at first, and then collectively in a group
"go-round"led by a LEA/RN staff facilitator. Faculty opportunity for
reflection is then extended once more. At the conclusion of each two
hour session, faculty leave with an "assignment" to complete prior to
the next meeting. This extended learning opportunity may also take
one of many fonns, including: trying out a new strategy in class and
documenting what happens; meeting with a learning partner to observe each other's class; or preparing a sample lesson to be critiqued
by peers at the next meeting, etc. A typical LEAJRN session is
described below to further illustrate the process. The session described
is the second meeting with faculty.

Session Two
The session begins with a "go-round." Going around the room,
each participant is asked to share one reflection from an assigned
reading. This go-round triggers a discussion on the aims of teaching.
In particular, this discussion centers on the idea that the espoused goals
of faculty frequently do not correspond with actual classroom practice
(See Argyris & Schon in Cranton, 1994). The espoused goals of
faculty call for higher order thinking, including such skills as critical
thinking, creativity, and problemsolving. Yet, traditional classroom
practices typically require of students little more than memory and
recall.
This discussion of the consequences of practice continues into the
second activity in which faculty share their initial experiences with
TTYP. Working with a partner, faculty are asked to answer these three
questions: 1) How did students respond to the TTYP; 2) What difficulties, if any, arose as you tried to use it? and 3) What help, if any,
do you need to make this strategy more effective or easier for you to
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use? Pairs of faculty share their reflections with the large group for
the purpose of feedback and critique.
Beginning in this session and continuing into the third session,
faculty watch a videotape that documents some basic, current fmdings
from cognitive research about how students learn. At the same time,
faculty are introduced to another interactive strategy, note-taking
pairs, which they use while viewing the video.
The session ends with a final go-round and an assignment. In the
go-round, faculty share one significant thought from the day's session.
In preparation for the next session, they are again asked to try TTYP
and note-taking pairs in class and to begin a record of the questions
they ask in class.
This description of the LEA/RN process illustrates some of the
practices needed to support faculty learning. Activities engage faculty
in the concrete tasks of teaching in ways that illuminate the process of
learning. Experiences followed by group discussion build natural
bridges for critical self-reflection. Moreover, Project LEA/RN™ recognizes that the hard work of rethinking practice takes time and is
nurtured in a climate oftrust and support. To this end, stafffacilitators
continually model strategies, provide constructive feedback, and allow time for faculty to develop and hone new skills. Time is also
needed to develop mutual trust and the willingness to take risks.
LEA/RN sessions are designed to create a safe space for open and
honest dialogue. Finally, Project LEA/RN™ views faculty development as an ongoing experience. In a sense, participants never "graduate" from Project LEAJRNfM. Participants are invited to continue in
the project semester after semester and year after year (schedules
permitting). This ongoing nature provides faculty the opportunity to
deepen their knowledge, refine their skills, better integrate the "four
thrusts" into practice, and build a sense of community with peers.

Implications for Widespread Change
Project LEA/RN™ began in 1994 when 18 faculty members from
the Department of Mechanical Engineering linked with a faculty
member in the College of Education to better understand the learning
and teaching endeavor. As a result of the success of this group,
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excitement about student-centered learning spread, and more faculty
asked to be involved. In 1995 two new LEA/RN groups were established. Now in its fourth year, Project LEA/RN™ has grown from 18
faculty to over 180 faculty and has expanded from the College of
Engineering to include faculty from nearly all colleges across campus.
The main goal during the first two years of the project was to create
a program for faculty based on recent research and theoretical work.
This focus continues. In addition, a research component was added
during the third year. Data from open-ended questionnaires, interviews, and observations of LEA/RN sessions and faculty classrooms
are currently being collected and analyzed to determine the impact of
Project LEA/RNfM on faculty thinking and practice and to examine
how faculty come to feel efficacious in aligning their practice with the
new paradigm. Preliminary evidence from this work as well as the
ten-fold growth of the project suggest that the LEA/RN model is an
effective vehicle to support faculty in ways called forth by the paradigm shift. Faculty in the project have adopted new approaches in their
classrooms. Furthermore, many have begun to examine and change
the underlying assumptions about learning that guide their practice.
This evidence suggests that faculty development of this nature can be
effective in bringing about change.
Yet, it is within this picture of success that one also catches a
glimpse of the challenges posed in bringing about widespread change.
The picture painted here is not one of unmitigated success or uniform
change. Not all participants make significant changes in practice, and
a few faculty drop out of the project for one reason or another. The
data we continue to collect may help us understand these findings and
shed light on ways the project could be improved to have a broader
impact.
Project LEA/RNfM also faces the typical obstacles of time, labor
and cost. Sponsored by the College of Engineering and the University's Center for Teaching Excellence, project participants benefit
from opportunities and resources not typically provided in faculty
development efforts. This suggests that if new visions of classroom
practice are to become a reality, we need to rethink our traditional
conceptions of faculty development. This is especially true when
thinking about the scope of changes desired. The years of growth have
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been both blessing and bane, with enthusiasm of faculty and departments colliding with limitations of time and staff, accentuating the
need for ongoing support to sustain such changes.
Why do faculty come? Why do faculty stay? The picture also
sheds light on these questions. It is important to remember that
participation is voluntary and is based on the premise that faculty want
to be effective teachers and will devote time and effort to improve the
effectiveness of their teaching. This premise has been borne out time
and time again in the lived experience of the project. Faculty have
found time-when there was none-to gather together with colleagues, to undertake extended projects, and to attend week-long
intensive summer sessions on their own time. They have demonstrated
that, given the opportunity, they will make progress in enhancing their
teaching effectiveness. One can only guess how results might have
been different had participation been mandated.
There are undoubtedly many reasons why faculty stay and why
the project has been successful. Two will be suggested here. First,
Project LEAfRNTM focuses on learning. The opportunity afforded
faculty to examine their own practices and to consider learning as the
foundation upon which to frame practice moves teaching beyond
technique. Whereas traditional development practices offer faculty
tips and strategies, the opportunity to critically reflect on practice and
to develop their own epistemic knowledge engages faculty in ''the
scholarship of teaching." A second and related factor contributing to
the impact of Project LEA/RN™ has been its success in legitimating
faculty efforts to improve teaching. Prior to getting involved, many
faculty had already been involved in efforts to improve student learning. Others, while sensing a need for change, were at a loss for where
to begin. In one sense then, Project LEA/RWM embodies what these
faculty were already about or searching for; in short, faculty feel
valued and empowered. In another sense, Project LEAfRWM has
served as a vehicle for change. By bringing faculty together around a
common goal, Project LEA/RWM has enabled faculty to forge a
collective identity. Together this "community of learners" has taken
it upon themselves to further "agitate and educate" for change in their
individual departments and across the campus at large.
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Final Thoughts
The paradigm shift underway in higher education calls for a
fundamental change in college instruction. Educational critics and
reformers alike view such radical change as necessary for preparing
citizens for the 21st century. Yet, these visions and expectations for
change cannot rest on the shoulders of individual faculty incorporating
new practices into their classrooms. Pedagogical practices and instructor roles are ultimately embedded in institutional cultures. New practices embedded in contexts that are at odds with these new visions are
unlikely to take root and grow.
Recognizing the interconnectedness among institutional culture,
faculty development, and student development is critical to nurturing
new visions. Creating a culture where teaching is valued in higher
education will require both new approaches to professional development and new structures to support these approaches. This investment
in faculty, in turn, will pay off in gains in student development. Seen
from this perspective, faculty development is not a frill, but a necessity.
As faculty focus on students' experiences, drawing on their collective wisdom to solve the problems of practice, new knowledge and
understandings are forged. Such activities serve to connect professional learning to collegial learning, creating a collective identity
among faculty. It is in this broader identity, this collective strength,
wherein the hope of change lies. Working together with a shared sense
of purpose, faculty can make a difference in the lives of students,
helping them to shape the future of the 21st century.
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